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Qualifications and Training

1. A consultant Surgeon for over 5 years in active practice.

2. Academic publications (Thesis, papers, book chapters, research-PI.

3. Medico-legal training .

Who will I be up against:
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Training from 1 day and beyond

Inspire Law:  https://www.inspiremedilaw.co.uk/

BMA: https://www.bma.org.uk/events/medico-legal-expert-courtroom-skills-course

Expert witness Institute https://www.ewi.org.uk/coretraining

Bond Solon https://www.bondsolon.com/expert-witness/courses/

1 Day courses cost £350-£500, tend to cover :Report writing/structure/
Practice direction and declarations. 

https://www.inspiremedilaw.co.uk/
https://www.bma.org.uk/events/medico-legal-expert-courtroom-skills-course
https://www.ewi.org.uk/coretraining
https://www.bondsolon.com/expert-witness/courses/
https://www.bondsolon.com/expert-witness/courses/
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https://www.bondsolon.com/media/169522/expert-witness-training-brochure.pdf
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Reports

1. Short reports e.g. screening reports, NHSLA advisory reports     
4-5 pages , no long chronology. £300-500. Fix Fee  (Not for the Court)

2. Breach of duty (Liability): Was the standard of care appropriate, or was there a breach of duty.

3. Causation : Did the breach of duty , lead to harm.   (Usually combined with Liability as a single
report. (Fees per hour £150-300 ) Average report £750-£2000.

4. Condition and Prognosis: Survival , compilations of breaches, remedial treatments includes
Clinical assessment/examination…Rooms

(Fees as in 3) 
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Legal Conferences

Barrister/solicitor/claimant or defendant and experts.

Zoom or Face to Face:- Barristers like to see how the expert copes with Cross examination

Fees as Per hour.

After:-
Report modifications , prior to exchange or if for claimant and no causation end of case.

Experts Conference: Ordered by the court to try and iron out differences and narrow 
opinions to limit court time.
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Standard of Care:--What is it for Breast?

ABC breast disease 94-2012,       Oncoplastic guidelines updated 2021       Prev Nice 2009 
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Consent 
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Common legal cases:

Delayed Diagnosis/treatment  

Lack of informed Consent

Poor Technical performance ( Reconstruction)/ Involved margins/Aesthetic outcomes
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Tools

https://nomograms.mskcc.org/breast/

https://breast.predict.nhs.uk/predict_v2.0.html

http://radclass.mudr.org/content/doubling-time-calculation-
growth-rate-lesion-or-mass

http://www.lifemath.net/cancer/breastcancer/therapy/index.p
hp
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Tumour volume doubling times
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Tumour volume doubling times
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Tumour volume doubling times

http://radclass.mudr.org/content/doubling-time-calculation-growth-rate-lesion-or-mass
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Thank you for Listening 


